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Here, acclaimed American historians - among them, Douglas Brinkley, Stanley Karnow, Harry Summers, Victor

Davis Hanson, and Max Boot - tell the dramatic story of America's war in Vietnam. It's all here - from the first

American deaths in Vietnam and the controversial Gulf of Tonkin attack to the Tet offensive, and, finally, the

building of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial.

Was the Gulf of Tonkin attack real or a hoax?  In an investigation supported by American Heritage,  numerous

former crew of the USS Maddox were interviewed and the ship's records examined to piece together the

fateful events of that engagement. 

Col. Harry Summers, Jr., former editor of Vietnam Magazine, contributed a dramatic essay about the first

major engagement in Vietnam, the bitter 1965 fight at Ia Drang, which was was the focus of Mel Gibson's

movie "We Were Soldiers."          

Aviation historian Walter Boyne discusses the effectiveness of air power in Vietnam. Boyne is the former

director of the Smithsonian's National Air and Space Museum, a retired Air Force officer, combat veteran,

and author of more than fifty books and over 1,000 magazine articles.

In an essay on "The Meaning of Tet," Victor Davis Hanson, a former chair of Military History at Stanford's

Hoover Institution, argues that America's cause in Vietnam was just and its efforts effective, but that the U.S.

lost the war due to a loss of will and failures of policy.
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Paul Critchlow tells the dramatic story of "Hill 102", where he and 130 of the men in Charlie Company walked

into a valley southwest of Danang, and only twenty-five walked out.

Col. WilliamWilson, who headed the Army's probe into the My Lai massacre, recalls the investigation and the

heartbreak it caused.

Historian Douglas Brinkley tells about how Walter Cronkite traveled to Vietnam and eventually turned

against the war.
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